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Chapter One 
Industry and business were among the first to realize the 
need of the worker to be treated as a human being. One of the 
major areas of need concerned the new employee ' s basic fears 
and anxieties of the unknown as he entered into his new position . 
To help reduce this feeling of insecurity and provide for j ob 
satisfaction , industry instituted orientation programs , more 
commonly re fe rred to as the induction process . 
II Halsey1 in his book on "Selecting and I nducting Employees" 
points out the objectives and values of orientation when he says 
that orientation programs are aimed at: 
Eliminating as quickly as possible that feeling of 
i gno rance and awkwardness which makes the nev orker feel 
so inferior to those around him. If each person ho has 
any part in the induction process could understand how 
fully the thoughts and feelings of most new empl oyees are 
dominated by doubts and fears and ho great is the hunger 
for an occassional word of reassurance, the whole process 
would result in greater job satisfa ction and efficiency. 
Articles written on hospital practices indicate that many 
of their practices have been adopted from industry . Orientation 
of the new employee was one of the industrial policies acquired 
I~Y many hospitals . One of the most ne glected areas has been the 
aspect of human relations . Hospitals have been concerned with 
I his problem for some time and are becoming incr easingly aware 
II 
1Halsey, George D., Selecting and Inducting Employees , p . 94. 
II 
of the need to institute means and practices for i mproving huma 
re l ationships . Sl oan2 points out tha t : 
Hospital Business is big business . I t represents , 
in fact , the fifth large st industry in the country today . 
He adds that : 
As the complexities of hospita l operation have be come I 
reco gnized , definite steps have been taken to raise the 
standards of administration- - steps that were sore l y needed-
steps in dealing in the art of human relations . 
Following in the wake of indus try, more and more hospitals are 
n ow becoming personne l conscious , some obviously not so advanced 
in their thinking and planning as others but all wi l ling t o 
concede it to be a major problem . 3 
One category of personnel that aff ects the ope ration of' a 
hospital is the staff nurse . A review of literature reveals 
that there has been much written on the subject of or ientation o~' 
the new staff nurse and its consequent values . But in actuality! 
there are many hospitals which do not realize that this is an 
area of major concern , and do not offer orientation programs for 
new staff nurse personnel . 
II The new staff nurse shoul d be of particular concern to 
ursing service administrators . To obtain the maximum benefit 
of her ski l ls she should be abs orbed into the nursing service a s 
rapidly as possible; however her introduction to a new hospital 
situation must be sufficiently thorough to give her a de sirable 
2sloan, Raymond P., Thi s Hosp ital Business of Ours , p . 1. 
3 Ibid , p . 217 . 
2 
f oundation for her future work and foster a sound adjustment to 
her new posit:i.on . Because the impressions and information that 
the staff nurse receives during the initial period of her 
employment influence both her attitudes toward the performance 
of her work , and her feeling of satisfaction, it is important 
that he'r introduction to her new ork situation be a guided 
rather than a chance experience . 
Hunter4 believes that a planned orientation program is ad-
vantageous to both the employee and to the hospital: 
II 
The advantages of a good orientation program may be 
considered from two major angl es , that is: from the point 
of view of the employee and from that of the hospital . As 
"personnel n is the most important component of any organ- lj 
ization, and as morale of the personnel is the greatest 
single contributing factor in good job performance and 
satisfaction, this should be developed in the new employee 
by giving her a favorabl e first impression , by providing 
encour agement and security in her new environment . The 
advantage s derived by the hospital administration are 
manifold : 
ll benefits ~ ~ ~-selected personnel . 
New emplotees are better equipped to become contri -
butin~ and eff cienr-factors in the unit7 
aXIiiium results are obtained .'§.Iriiiiking the best use of 
potential skills or e~oyees. ------------
Good personnel' J•e ations are built ~· 11 
The hospital is enabl ed to-fulfill Its obligation of 
proviCITilg ~ finest possibleservice topatients . -
I 
The investigator first realized the importance of the ini- i 
tial period of employment when she wo rked in a hospital where 
the staff nurses ' turnover was strikingly high . Info rmal dis -
4Hunter , Beatrice M., "Importance of Orientation Programs 
for New Employees" . The Canadian Nurse 44:917, 
November 1948 . 
3 
cussions with the staff nurses revealed tha t many of their re -
actions to a new osition were due to t he manner in which they 
were introduced to their jobs . Many staff' nurses in discussing 
their initial experiences in the hos pital spoke of them as 11 
utterly confused . Tneir guidance was poor and consequently the 
nursing care suf fered . Thls resulted in feelings of dissatis - I 
faction with their occupations . I n addition , nursing personnel 
have stated that thelr decisions to l eave their positions were 
due to their inability to learn just what t hey were to do, how 
they were to do it, and where they fitted into the s.ttern of 
total nursing service . On the other hand , some nurses , who tol 
of entering a new position wlth considerable anxiety , have stat-
ed that their initial introduction to t heir ·wrk was such tha t 
they soon felt secure and therefore were able to do g ood nursing . 
II There is some evidence ia the nursing literature tha t the 11 
orientation of the new staff nurse needs to be given more serio 
consideration by hos ital and nursing administrators . A recent 
study of job satisfaction of '7 eneral duty professional nupses 
revealed that orientation was one of the areas in which staff 
nurses expressed the least satisfaction. 5 
II V The present study was undertaken to point up t e values of 
an orientation program ln relation to job performance and satis -
faction , and to highll6ht the importance of specific as ects of 
5wager, Leonard Wesley , "Measure . ent of Job Satisfaction of 
217 General Duty Gradu te Professional Nurses" , f Unpub-
lis ed Master ' s T1esis , The University of Washington , 
Seattle , 1952 ,) p . 98 . 
-----
-- --
4 
orientation . The hypothesis was that orientation of the new 
staff nurse is of value in re l ation to job performance and 
satisfaction. Two grouns of new sta.ff nurses were compared , one 
group had a .formal orientation while the second group had no 
planned orientation orogram . The findings of the present study 
are based solely upon t e individual nurse ' s own expression of 
fee l ings about her job satisfaction in relation to her orienta-
tion to a new position . Knowlede~e of nurses ' satis.factions and 
dissatisfactions about their initial employment should guide 
nursing administrators in providing optimum conditions of emplo 
ment so that optimum care can be given to the patient. Some II 
finding s of greater eff iciency and better patient care may inad-
vertantly be exposed , however , due to the limi tations of the 
study , evaluation of patient care and eff iciency will not be 
considered. 
The groups of staff nurses selected for t his study were 
limited to include only those enga'~ed in .full time employment 
during the period of time chosen f or t he interviews . Nurses 
employed less than forty hours a week or who had practiced pre -
viously as a student or graduate nurse 1n the hospital in which 
they were presently employed were excluded . The length of time 
in which the nurse was employed in her present position was 
limited to one year as it was felt that beyond this time the 
nurse was probably self-oriented and would be unable to recall 
her true feelings about her initial employment . 
Definition of Terms 
Orien t ation . The term, orientation, refers to that process 
5 
by which a nurse becomes acquainted with the hospital organiza-
tion , facilities, and administrative policies and procedures; 
arrives at an understanding of the purposes, functions, respon-
sibilities , and relationships of hospital departments , services , 
and personnel; and determines her own responsibilities, duties, 
status , and privileges in relation to all of these . It is 
recognized that orientation, per se , is not limited to a parti -
cular period of time, but is a continuous process ; however, in 
this study , the term is used in reference to the experience of 
the staff nurse during her initial period of employment . 6 
II Staff Nurse . A staff nurse is a graduate , registered nurse 
who is employed by the nursing department and who is enga ged in 
the general activities of a unit which involve the care of the II 
patients , especially the rapeutic measures and health teaching . 7 
Two groups of ten nurses were interviewed in this study . II 
One group was interviewed at a selected hospital which conducted 
a formal orientation program; the other group was interviewed 
at a selected hospita l which had no formal orientation. 
An interview questionnaire compo sed of three parts was 
used in this study . The first part was designed to obtain some 
information re garding the staff nurses ' feelings about their 
00 ' Boyle , Myrtle, "A Study of Practices in Orienting Staff 
Nurses , " (published Master ' s thesis , The University of 
Washington , Seattle, 1956 }, p . 5. 
7committee of the American Hospital Associat ion and the 
National League for Nursing Education , Hospi ta l 
Nursing Service Manual . Livingston , New York: 
Livin ston Press 1950, • 17 . ========*===========~~~ =~=======------
6 
first day of employment . The second part of the questionnaire 
was designed to learn what information was received , by what 
method the information was received , and of the importance of 
the information to the staff nurses . The last part of the 
questionnaire concerned itself with the staff nurses ' feelings 
about the orientation and how it affected their feelings of 
satis f action and job performance after two weeks of empl oyment. 
The presentation of the remainder of this the·sis is organ-
ized around the various aspects of this study to facilitate the 
understanding of the data . The second chapter contains a review 
of l iterature on industrial induction and hospital orientation 
which provided the basis for deve l opment of the methodol ogy for 
this investigation . The design of this study and the too l s used 
to col lect the data are described in chapter three . The fourth 
chapter presents the findings of this study and analysis of the 
data . The l ast chapter contains the summary, conclusions , and 
recommendations . 
7 
Chapter Two 
Theoretical Framework of the Study 
"Without vision , thy people per-
ish. There will always be a 
Tomorr·ow and if Tomorrow is to 
be worth living in , it will 
have to have its roots i n Today 
and Yesterday . The traditions 
that have sustained us in the 
past will sustain us in the fu-
ture. The experiences that we 
have had in the past ought to 
provide guides for our actions 
in the future . n 
Author .. - Unknown 
Most of the literature written on the process of orienta-
tion st re sses the fact that by meeting the human needs of the 
employee upon initial employment big dividends are paid in ter.ms 
of greater efficiency, greater job satisfaction, and higher 
productivity. The principles , procedures and general content 
conside red in discussions of orientation programs are essen-
tially the same in literature whether they pertain to industry 
or to hospitals and nursing service . 
Tootlel in his discussion of the induction process feels 
that the new employee must be handled as an individual and not 
as a badge number. The courte sy and man- to-man attitude must 
lTootle , Harry K. , Employees Are People , p . 98 . 
8 
1 
II 
be mai ntained through induction. In fact , it must= b=e'--company f 
poli cy to continue through the ter.m of employment the same 
thoughtful consideration of the employee who as a result works 
better as a happier individual . 
IJ:•aylor2 exposes his view points by stating that .hen a new 
member joins a company he not only becomes involved in coopera- II 
ting with the other individuals by carrying out administrative \i 
practices , but he also becomes a part of the emotional relation-
ship of a group . From this group he adopts certain standards 
of behavior and ideals . 
By working to remove the presoures and frustrations 
hich beset the employee , not only has cooperation been 
improved but the technical efficiency of production has 
risen too .3 
Continuing on in the area of human complexities and their re -
lationship to the behavior of the new worker , Wait e4 emphasizes 
t hat workers are individuals with differing personalities, with 
a fear of new and unfamiliar situations , with a desire to sue-
ceed in life , and an impulse to avoid censure, and these same 
ndividuals constitute a whole complex fabric of traits , emo-
'rtions , and characte ristics . 
II Other writers in the field of personnel management point 
out that helping the new employee feel at home quickly , not 
nly create s a favorable first impression which is l ong remem-
2Taylor , Gordon R., Are Workers Human? , p. 204 . 
3 Ibid., p . 5. 
9 
4waite , Wi lliam w., Personne l Administration , p . lOS. 
========9F======= 
li 
bared, but also counts heavily in lat&r attitudes . Besides 
providing a friendly welcome to the organization another purpose 
of good induction is to give the ne empl oyee accurate infor.ma-
tion about the company policieE1 and the servi.ces which the 
company offers and ho1 these things will affe ct him as an em-
ployee. 
Experience with well-planned employee induction pro-
grams in industry, in government, and in the armed services 
is so favorable in terms of subsequent employee satisfac-
tion and performance that no organization can afford t o 
omit this procedure from its personnel program . 5 
Expounding furthe r on the needs and benefits of an induc-
tion program Scott , Clothier, and Spriege l 6 state that the objec-
tive of an induction program is to provide the information and 
opportunity needed by a ll new employees to help them become sat -
isfactorily adjusted to their work and assist them to develop 
an enthusiasm for the company, its ideals, and responsibilities . 
This effort on the part of the company produces a satisfied , 
productive employee . 
II Personnel management claims that proper induction can do 
away with poor first impressions , which, regardless of their 
re l iability may tend to be l asting. 7 The importance of pl anning 
the initial experience of the new employee is affirmed by 
5pigors, Paul and Myers , Charles A., Personnel Administra- , 
tion , p . 221. 
6scott , W. D., Clothier, R. c., and Spriegel , w. R., 
Personnel Management , p . 294. 
7rbid., p . 295. 
10 
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Yoder8 who quotes the Missouri State Office of Manpower Com-
mission ' s outline of Induction Procedures as follows : 
Management ' s Induction Program should bring to the 
new employee a feeling that he really belongs , knowledge 
of the organi zation , an awareness of his privilege s , the 
necessity of safe practices, a concept of job requirements , 
realization of his responsibilities, the marked i mportance 
of HIS job. 
It has been previously stressed that hospitals have imita-
ted industry and business in establishing many of their person- II 
nel policies, and of course , the area of orientation of the new 
employee is a significant one . Sloan9 in hi s comparison of 
hospitals to business makes the following observation : 
Hospital business is big business·- "plus" . This 11 plusl' 
constitutes a commodity that is different from any other 
service to the sick and suffering. 
Being ever mindful of this fact we should conduct the per-
for.mance of our duties and gear our attitudes to~ards those 
whom we will be serving, to our associates , and to the public . 
The gravest responsibilities are placed upon us in conducting 
the big6est business of all-- the business of human life. 
Hospital and nursing literature is permeated with substan-
tial evidence that the services of a happy, satisfied employee 
treated as a human being result in better patient care and in 
8yoder , Dale , Personnel Management and Industrial Relations , 
p . 210 . 
9sl oan, op. cit ., p . 240 . 
11 
this manner the hospital is he l pi ng to meet its gravest respon-
sibilities . Burling10 con~ent s that the hospital , despite its 
empha s is on specialized techniques and equipment, is basically 
an organization of human beings . Many professions and occupa-
tiona are brought toge ther in a singl e pla.ce to focus their 
ski lls on the central goal of patient care . In an article on 
the relationship of orientation and better patient care Hill11 
expresses his views : 
Some sort of orientation should be used to empha s ize 
the complexity of the hospital structure and the inter-
re l ations of each department . Dignifying jobs by te l ling 
just what part they play in patient care should make for 
more i nterest and cooperation which in turn re sult s i n 
better service and better service means better patient 
care . 
Wi ll1amsl2 in an article on her experience in a new posi-
t i on writes that she believes a thoroughly pl anned and well 
conducted orientation program adds to the stability of the 
hospital ' s s taff by making the new staff nurses feel secure in 
their positions . Ultimately , the orientation program result s 
i n more efficient patient care be cause the newcomer has become 
acquainted more quickl y with the hospital's personne l and 
rout i ne . Barret t 13 in another articl e on an orientation pro-
1°Burl ing , Templ e , Lentz , Edith , and Wi lson , Robert N., 
he Give and Take in Hospitals , p . 3 . 
l l Hill , Frederick T., "Hospital s >1ust ~ducate" . Hospital s 
53 : 77 , January 1953 , 
12williams , J anette S., ttMy Orientation t o a New Job" . 
The Ameri can Journal of Nursing 51: 92, J anuary 1951. 
13Barrett , Mary V., "An In-Service Educat ion Pr ogram for 
nurses" The American J ournal of Nursing 51:388 , 
II 
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gram states that nurses say their orientation not only main-
tained their status in the eyes of the patients they served, 
but it also helped them to adjust quickly to the situations in 
t he hospital and increased their feelings of security. 
Brennerl4 states that from her experience the orientation pro-
gram helps the staff nurse develop confidence which results in 
greater work eff iciency and better pat ient care . St ressing the 
value of a well oriented nurse , a nursing administrator admits 
that although the orientation program was designed to benefit 
the new nurse it also benefited the hospital because a well 
oriented nurse is much more valuable to any nursing service than 
one who is merely t h rown into a situation.l5 
Recognition of the need of making the new nurse feel wanted 
and belonging to the organization of the hospital flows through 
the nursing literature on orientation. Young and Kezar16 stress 
the aim of giving the new nurse an awareness of the appreciation 
f her important place in the care of the patients , and of help-
ing her acquire as quickly as possible a feeling of security and 
confidence in herself and a pride in her place in the organiza-
II 
14Brenner, Genevieve, "Clinica l Orientation Pays Dividends" , 
The American Journal of Nursing 52:1004, August 1952 . 
15Barrett , Kathleen, "Orientation of the New Nurse" . The 
American Journal of Nursing 52:865 , July 1952 . 
16young , Florence and Kezar, Vera, 11Make the New Nurse 
Welcome". The Modern Hospital 77:73, October 1951. 
II 
13 
II 
tion. Brennanl7 also acknowledges that an orientation program 
fundamentally helps the new nurse to make an adequate adjustment 
to new situations as they arise by giving her the information 
essentially necessary beforehand. The program also creates a 
feeling of belonging--a recognition which fosters a greater 
sense of responsibility in the new nurse. 
So important are the initial contacts between the employee 
and the job declares Baileyl 8 that a whole chapter devoted to 
the various techniques could be structured in order to provide 
a sat isfactory sequence of experiences f or the new staff nurse 
as she becomes acquainted with the hospital. Any orientation 
kust aim to help the new employee see her place in the ove rall 
picture of the institution . 
11 A very appropriate summary of the worth of a prope r ly 
oriented new staff nurse is given by Poolel9 when she asse rts 
that the nursing care needs of each patient are determined by 
physical, mental , emotional, spiritual and social factors . The 
quality of nursing care depends on the skills employed in meet - 1 
II 
ing the patient ' s needs. If the graduate nurse is properly 
17Brennan, Florence , "An Orientation Pr ogram for Staff 
Nurses" . The American Journa l of Nursing 49 :297, 
February 1949 . 
18Bailey, Norman D., Hospital Administration, p . 95 . 
19poole, Drusilla R., "In Servi ce Education Reaches a 
Milestone". The American Journal of Nursins 53: 
1456 , December 1953. 
•I 
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oriented she is the key to the effective and efficient utilize-
tion of all available resources to achieve optimum nursing care. 
~ork satisfaction is experienced by the worker in recognition 
of his own personal growth and his contribution to the nursing 
team. 
An institution which provides nursing services pro-
motes the maximum performance of personnel in direct 
proportion to the investment it makes in educational ad-
vantages and expe2~ences which help each worker attain 
job satisfaction. 
20rbid., p. 1457. 
15 
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Chapter Three 
Methodology 
Twenty graduate professional nurses were participants in 
his study. Ten nurses were selected from Hospital A which did 
ot have a formal orientation program for new staff nurses . Ten 
urses were selected from Hos pital B which did conduct a planned 
rientation for new staff nurses . 
Hospital A situated in a l ocal area was a voluntary agency 
aving the capacity to accommodate t wo hundred and eighty 
atients . Hospital B situated in Rhode Island , was also a volun 
ary hospital with accommodations for two hundred and fifty 
atients . Both institutions sponsor a school of nursing and 
erve in a teaching capacity f or residents and internes. Hos -
ital A is also associated with a medical school. 
The interview questionnaire1 was st ructured so that the 
ata would be fairly standardized . The background for the devel-
pment of the ques tionnaire was derived from nursing literature 
nd the suggested cont ent f or orientation p rograms.2 A summary 
f aims and values of orientation programs in both nursing and 
ospital literature was used to establish the proper employment 
lsee Appendix 
2National Le ague for Nur sing, Inservice Education for 
Hospital and Nursing Personnel. lq"ew Yot•k : Nat i onal 
Le gue fiir=:N::u-rsing., 1952,. 
16 
procedure of the new worker . 
The writer telephoned the Director of Nursing at each of 
the two hospitals for an appoi ntment to discuss the reason for 
the study . Both Directors were interest d in participating in 
lthis study, and after a brief interview , permission was readil y 
granted t o the investigato r . At both hospital s , the writer was 
referred to the Assistant Director of Nursing Service for fur• 
f her ass~stance in planning for the interviews . The Assistant 
irectors at both agencies wished to make the appointment with 
nurses on hospital time since they felt that any such 
tudy was a progressive step in nursing . 
At Hospital A a reception room in the nurses ' residence 
used for conducting th~ interviews , vhile at Hospital B an 
nstructors' conference room was used . Both areas were gener-
a l ly free from interrupt ions and provided an atmosphere conducive 
I or interviewing . The interviews were held at specified times 
n different days between the period of February twentieth and 
March first . The individual time f or each interview varied 
lightly; the majority of interviews l asted bet ~een twenty and 
hirty minutes . Two of the staff nurses at Hospital A coul d not 
eep their appointments because of i l lness and unavoidable cir-
l umstances , and the Assistant Director quickly repl aced the 
acancies with two other selected staff nurses from a reserved 
ist which was pl anned to be avai l abl e for just such unforeseen 
I . 
appen2ngs . 
The ten nurses selected from Hospital A were all employed 
17 
at t hat institution f or less t han six months . At Hospital B 
II eight of the ten nurses were employed less than six months and 1 
two were employed less than one yea1• in the l atter agency . 
The writer fe lt that g ood rap port was established through-
out the interviews; the participants seemed at ease and express 
ed t heir interest in this study. Most of t hem stated that they 
would be eager to learn the results of the study . 
Analysis of the data was accomplished by listing each of 
the items in the questionnaire ; the responses to each item 
were taen checked and classified . The totals were tabulated 
and converted into percentage figures . Res ponses to t he open 
ended questions were g rouped by choosing similar and/ or key 
words . 
18 
Chapter Four 
Results of Study 
Twenty registered professional nurses participated in this 
study . Ten of the nurses were chosen from a hospital which con-
ducted a formal orientation program for new staff nurses . The 
other ten nurses were from a hospita l which had no forma l orien-
tation program. Fourteen of the nurses were recent graduates of 
1957 and 1958; four nurses graduated in 1955 and 1956; one nurse 
graduated in 1953 and one in 1932. Eight nurses from the orien-
ted group had been employed less than six months , and two nurses 
were employed under one year , while all the nurses in the un-
oriented group were employed less than six months . 
Analysis of the first part of the data in the questionnaire 
reveals that of the oriented group , five nurses felt that the 
orientation program was well planned , while the remaining five 
said it was fairly well planned . The same group of ten nurses 
stated that the program was conducted by a nursing supervisor . 
In re gard to feelings about their new jobs the first day 
of their employment , four of the oriented nurses felt quite 
anxious , and six felt fairly anxious , while in the unoriented 
group one nurse felt extremely anxious , one felt quite anxious , 
five felt fairly anxious , and three did not fee l anxious at a11. 11 
In comparing the results of the two groups attention is 
19 
directed to the fact that all of the nurses in the oriented 
group were anxious to some de gree while three of the nurses in 
the unoriented group were not anxious at all about their new 
j obs the first day of employment . 
11 The feelings of the oriented group about the initial wel• 
come were divided in the following way: two nurses were ex-
tremely pleased , four were quite pleased , and four were fairly 
!pleased . One of the unoriented nurses was extremely pleased 
with the initial welcome , four v ere quite pleased , and five were 
fairly pleased~ Responses did not appear to differ between the 
two groups . 
Five nurses of the oriented group found their coworkers 
extremely friendly , three found them quite friendly, and two 
stated they were fairly friendly . In the unoriented group , one 
urse found the coworkers extreme l y friendly , seven said they 
ere quite friendly , and two s aid they were fairly friendly . 
Three of the nurses in the unoriented group were escorted 
r o their assigned unit by the Director of Nursing whi le the 
other seven were escorted to t he unit by a Supervisor . Nine of 
the nurses in the unoriented group met their immediate super-
isor the first day and one nurse met the supervisor the f i rst 
eek of employment . 
To facilitate analysis of the items o:f information received 
the nurses in both groups , the items were grouped into cate-
gories as they appeared in the questionnaire . Each category 
rill be discussed separately . 
20 
Analysis of Information Obtained 
Anal ysis of the findings revealed t hat approximately 90 pe 
cent of t he oriented group of nurses , as compared to np orox-
j imately 80 per cent of t he unoriented group , received mos t of 
the information presented in the questionnaire concerning the 
ho spital . The average per cent of responses for the oriented 
and unoriented g roup regarding each category is pres ented in 
each table analysis . 
II ':!;'able 1 shows that go · per cen t of the oriented nurse s, as 
compared to 70 per cent of the unoriented nurses, rece i ved 
information regarding personne l policies . I n this category the 
items concerning whlch t hey received comparatively little in-
formation were dismissal and re orting l atene ss . 
TABLE 1 
ERCE T OF NURSES WHO RECEI VED I NFORMAT ION 
REGARDING PERSONNEL POLICIES 
Percent 
Item of I nformation Oriented Unoriented 
Group Group 
Vacations 100 70 
Sick Leave 100 90 
Re porting Lateness 70 50 
Reporting Absence 100 70 
Reporting Illness 100 80 
Salary Increases 100 80 
Hour s of Work 100 100 
Coffee Breaks 100 90 
Resignation 80 70 
Dismissal I 50 10 
Table 2 shows that t he information concerning titles and 
functions of hospital and nursing personnel was received by 80 
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er cent of the oriented group as compared to 74 per cent of the 
oriented group . Items concerning whi ch little information 
received by the oriented group considered the instructor, 
visiting doctor, and the resident . The oriented group re-
eived no information regarding medical students, undoubtedly 
ecause the hospital was not affiliated with a medical school. 
n the unoriented group the items on which little information 
obtained concerned the administrator, the practical nurse , 
visiting doctor , and the resident . 
TABLE 2 
PERCENT OF NURSES Vl!HO RECEIVED INFORMATION REGARDING 
TITLES AND FUNCTIONS OF HOSP ITAL AND NU ING 
PERSONNEL 
Percent 
Oriented Unoriented 
Item of Information Group Group 
Administrator 80 40 
Director of Nursing 80 90 
Supervisor 100 90 
Instructor 70 90 
Head Nurse 100 100 
Staff Nurse 100 100 
Student Nurse 90 80 
Practical Nurse 90 50 
Nurses ' Aide 100 80 
Visiting Doctor 60 20 
Resident 60 70 
Interne 80 80 
Medical Student 0 70 
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Table 3 shovs that 87 per cent of the o~iented nurses re-
ceived information regarding the care, use , and obtaining of 
equipment as compared to 86 per cent of the unor ..... ented group .• 
Information about cardiac massage sets was relatively low in 
both groups . This may be considered a specialized item and 
sed only in speci f ic areas of the hospi ·tal . 
TA E 3 
PERCENT OF NURSES WHO RECEIVED INFO RMli.TIOU REGARDn:rG 
CARE , USE , AND HOW TO OBTAIN EQUIPMENT 
Percent 
Orien"Ged · Unoriented 
Item of Information Group Group 
Intravenous Sets 100 TOU 
Blood Transfusion Sets 100 90 
I. v. Cutdown Sets 90 80 
Suture Sets 80 80 
Ther.matic Suction 80 80 
Emergency Oxygen 100 100 
Lumbar Puncture S$ts 90 90 
Cardiac Massage Sets 40 50 
Other General Equipment 100 
I 
90 
Table 4 shows that 100 per cent of the oriented nurses as 
compared to 85 per cent of the· unoriented nurses received infer-
ation regarding r outine care of patients . Only 40 pe r cent of 
he unoriented nurse s received information regarding leave of 
bsence of a patient . This may not be an ordinary practice in 
general hospital. 
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TABLE 4 
PERCENT OF' UURSES WHO RECEIVED I NFORM.AT i mr 
REGARD I NG ROUTINE CARE OF PATIENTS 
?ercent 
Oriented. Uno:r•iented 
Item of Information Group Group 
Admission 100 100 
Discharge 100 90 
Transfer 100 90 
Care of Clothing 100 90 
Care of Valuables 100 90 
Leave of Absence 100 40 
Visiting Hours 100 100 
Table 5 reveals that information regarding medication 
routines ~as received by 94 per cent of the oriented nurses as 
compared to 90 per cent of the unoriented group . None of the 
items were significantly low . 
TA E 5 
PERCENT OF NURSES ~iHO RECEIVED I FOillMTI Olif 
REGARDING MEDICATION ROUTINES 
Percent 
Or~ en ted Unoriented 
Item of Information Group Group 
Doctor ' s Orders 100 9U 
Emergency Drugs 100 100 
Charting 100 100 
Narcotics 100 90 
Requisitioning Drugs 90 80 
Medication Tickets 90 90 
How to Handle Errors 80 80 
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Information regarding ·he routine for c0llecting specimens 
was received by 94 per cent of the Ol"iented nurses as compared 
to 70 per cent of the unoriented group. Only 30 per cent of 
the unoriented nurses received information concerning the types 
of laboratories and the manner in which specimens are delivered 
to the laboratories. These findings are sh0wn in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
PERCEHT OF NURSES WHO RECE IVED I NF'ORMA'l'ION BEGAR ING 
ROUTI NE FO COLLECTING SPECIMENS 
Percent 
Oriented Unoriented 
Item of Info rrna ·t ion Group Group 
Types of Specimens 80 90 
Laboratories 100 30 
Delivery to Labs 100 30 
Requisitioning for 90 100 
Care of Specimens 100 100 
Table 7 shows that 96 per cent of the oriented nurses as 
compared to 64 per cent of the unoriented nurses received 
information regarding policies for the use of safety devices. 
Only 50 per cent of the unoriented group received information 
about the use of re straints, 70 per cent were told about fire 
egulations, and only 60 per cent were informed about fire exits 
and extinguishers. 
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PEHCBNT OF NUP ES VHO HCCE I r~D I NFORMAT ION l"illGA tDING 
POLICIES F'OR USE OF SAFETY DEVICES 
- Percent 
Oriented Unor~ented 
Item o~ I~ormation Group Group 
i"B'ed Ra~1s - how obtained 100 80 
Restraint s - how obtained 100 50 
Fire Regulations - how to 
report 100 70 
Fire Exits 90 60 
Fire Extinguishers 90 60 
As sho7n in Table 8 most of the nurses in both groups re-
ceived in~ormation about the ward routines--98 percent of the 
oriented group and 92 per cent o~ the unoriented group . 
TABLE 8 
PERCENT OF NURSES \~!0 RECEIVED INFOR~~TION 
REGARDING WARD ROUTINES 
Percent 
Or:tented UnorJ.ented 
Item of In~ormation Group Group 
Duties o:r Charge Nurse 90 90 
Duties o~ 3- 11 Nurse 100 90 
Duties of 11-7 lurse 100 90 
Method of Assignment 100 90 
. Rotation of' Shi.fts 100 100 
Physic 1 Setup of Ward 100 90 
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Informat.:.on rega:t...,ding miscall naous policies was re!:'eived 
by 92 per c . nt of tl e oriented ~l'Ot p of nurses as compared to 
73 per cent of the unoriented group Only 40 per cent of the 
unori nted nursos -vmre info:rmr..d about the pol cy regarding 
calling re_atlves , while 80 per cent of' the orient d group re-
ceived this information . These findings aT'e shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
P ...... ~=:tC-r:NT OF NU SES WHO RECEIVED INFORMAT ION 
REGARDING MISCELLANEOUS POLICIES 
Percent 
Orfen'EeC£ tYnoriented 
Item of Information Group Group 
1?aglng a D0ctor 100 80 
Calling Evening or 
Night Supervisor 100 90 
Calling Relatives 80 40 
Obtaining Clergy 100 70 
Critical List 80 80 
Telephone Courtesy 90 80 
It is interesting to note that there is little difference 
between the two groups regarding items concerning p tient care , 
1edications and ward routine . Nurses seem to give priority of 
responsibility to tho patient as l<3SS emp as is is shown on items 
regarding specimens, equipment , personne l policies nd functions 
of personnGl . 
Analysis of Ratings Given to Items of 
Information 
Analysis of the findings concerned with the ratings given 
!the items of information revealed that 44 per cent of the orien-
7 
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ted nurses in comparison to 52 per cent of the uno r iented group 
i ndicated that they felt mos t of t he information was extremely 
useful. The info rmation was cons ide red quite useful by 46 per 
cen t of the nurse s in the orlen+-ed ,.roup as compared to 41 per 
cent of the nur s es in the unoriented rroup. Only 7 per cent of 
the Ol"ient d group a.nd 5 per cent of the !!lorlented eroup felt 
so:rne :information was fairl useful . Some of these items common I 
to both groups i:tere: reporting illn ns , resignation , dismissal, 
titles and functions of the Administrator and Director of Nurs -
ing , policies r or use of restraints, and t lephone courtesy . 
Some items were regarded as not useful by 3 pe r cent of the 
oriented group as compared to 2 per cent of the unoriented 
group . These items were listed as dismissal, resignation , types 
of laboratories , and te l ephone courtesy . This data i s shown in 
Tabl e 10 . 
TABLE 10 
DISTRI BUTION OF RATINGS GIVE TO I TEMS OF INFO MATION BY 
STAFF NURSES WHO PARTICIP ATED IN THIS STUDY 
Item of Information 
* acat ens 9 
ick Leave 3 6 1 5 4 
Reporting Lateness 2 6 2 2 7 
Reporting Absence 4 6 2 8 
Reporting Illness 3 5 2 3 7 
Salary Increases 3 7 7 3 
ours of Work 2 8 5 4 1 
Coffee Breaks 3 6 1 3 5 2 
Resignation 2 6 1 1 3 5 2 
ismissal 1 5 2 2 3 3 2 2 
itles & Functions of 
Administrator 2 3 5 2 2 4 2 
Director of Nursing 3 4 3 3 4 2 1 
Supervisor 5 5 7 2 1 
Instructor 3 5 2 2 2 6 
Head Nurse 6 4 6 3 1 
Staff Nurse 6 4 6 3 1 
Student Nurse 4 6 6 3 1 
Practical Nurse 5 5 5 4 1 
Nurses t Aide 5 5 6 4 
Visiting Doctor 4 6 2 6 2 
Resident 3 6 1 5 4 1 
Interne 4 5 1 6 3 1 
Medical Student 2 2 6 4 5 1 
Care, Use, & How to Obtai 
Intravenous Sets 6 4 7 3 
Blood Transfusion Sets 5 5 7 3 
I . V. Cutdown Sets 5 4 1. 7 3 
Suture Sets 5 4 1 7 3 
Thermatic Suction 4 4 1 1 8 2 
Emergency Oxygen 8 2 7 3 
Lumbar Puncture Sets 4 5 1 6 4 
Cardiac Massage Sets 5 2 2 1 6 4 
Other General Equipment 4 6 6 4 
Routine for Admission 5 5 7 3 
Routine for Discharge 5 5 7 3 
Routine for Transfer 4 6 6 4 
* -extreme y use u 
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TABLE 10 (continued) 
Oriented Group Unoriented Grou1 
Item of Information Ratings Ratings 
l 2 3 4 
* 
l 2 3 4 .;'" 
Care or Clothing 4 6 6 4 
Care of Valuables 3 7 6 4 
Leave of Absence 4 6 7 3 
Visiting Hours 4 6 4 6 
Doctor's Orders 6 4 8 2 
!Emergency Drugs 7 3 8 2 
Charting 4 6 5 .5 
!Narcotics 5 5 7 3 
Re quisitioning Drugs 3 7 5 5 
Medi cation Tickets 3 7 8 2 
~ow to Handle Errors 3 7 6 4 
~ypes of Specimens 3 5 1 1 5 4 1 
Types of Laboratories 3 6 1 3 6 1 
Delivery to Laborato r ies 2 7 1 1 7 2 
Requisitions f or Specs . 2 8 4 5 1 
Care of Specimens 3 6 1 6 3 l 
Policies for Use of 
Bed Rails 4 4 2 5 5 
Rest r aints 5 4 1 4 5 1 
Fire Re gulations 8 2 6 4 
Fire Exits 7 3 6 4 
Fire Extinguishers 7 3 6 4 
Duties of Charge Nurse 4 3 3 4 6 
Dut ies of 3-11 Nurse 5 3 2 7 3 
Dutie s of 11- 7 Nurse 5 3 2 7 3 
~ethod of Assignment 2 4 4 2 8 
Rotation of Shifts 4 l 5 5 5 
Physical Setup of Ward 7 3 5 5 
!Paging a Doctor 8 2 7 3 
Call i ng Evening & Night 
Supervisor 8 2 7 3 
Calling Relatives 4 4 1 1 2 8 
Obtaining Clergy 8 2 7 3 
Crit ical List 5 l 2 2 6 4 
Telephone Courtesy 4 2 2 2 1 7 2 
*l- extremely useful 2• quite usef ul 3-!'a~rly useful 4- not usefu. 
Analysis of Sources of Information 
The methods by which the staff nurses r eceived the informa-
~ion showed the greatest variations . The oriented group of 
purses received 58 per cent of the informa tion from the super-
l 
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visor who conducted the orientation program, while the unoriente 
group received only 6 per cent of the information from a nursing 
supervisor . The oriented group received 18 per cent of the 
information from the head nurse as compared to 44 per cent for 
the unoriented group . The coworker was responsible for giving 
9 per cent of the information to the oriented group and 17 per 
cent to the unoriented group . The staff nurses in the oriented 
group picked up 6 per cent of the information themselve s as com-
pared to 15 per cent picked up by the unoriented group . Approx-
imately 32 per cent of the information obtained by the unor-
iented group was acquired in an unorgani zed manner 1 . e . , 
through the coworker or herself . This seems like a fairly high 
percentage compared to 15 per cent for the unoriented group . 
The unoriented group did not receive 29 per cent of the informa-
tion regarding personnel policies as compared to 9 per cent for 
the oriented group. The unoriented group did not receive 36 per 
cent of the infor.mation concerning policies for use of safety 
devices as compared to 8 per cent for the oriented group, and 
30 per cent of the information rega r ding miscellaneous policies 
was not received by the unoriented group as compared to 3 per 
cent for the oriented group . This would seem to indicate that 
through the planned program the oriented nurses received most of 
the information necessary about their new positions . 
The greatest percentage of information received was regard-
ing the direct care of the patients , medications , and ward 
routine s . Most of this information was given to the oriented 
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group by the supe rvisor and head nurse, while the unoriented 
group received most of this infor.mation f r om the head nurse. 
These findings are shown in Table 11. 
TA BLE 11 
PERCENT OF INFORMATION STAFF NURSES RECEI VED 
FROM THE FOIJLOWING SOURCES 
Oriented Grou Unorie:ntea 
Source Source 
Categories of 
I .p '0 Information I Cll 0 Q) I 
I ~ ~ ~ :> I ~ H H Q) H •ri H H Q) H 
Q) 0 '"(jUJ 0 G-i 0 ~ Q) Q) 0 '"d Ul 0 G-i 
P...Ul Cll H iS:H r-i G-iOO P...Ul Cll H :;;: H r-i 
::S•ri ~~ 0 Q) Q) ~·ri Q) ::S•ri Q) ::s 0 Q) Q) Cl):> 0 Cl) f--l+l H Cl):> p:::;z; 0 Cl) 
Personnel 
Group 
I.P'"d 
Cll 0 Q) 
~ ~ :> 
•ri 
0 ~ Q) 
iijOO 
~·ri Q) 
H.PH 
Policies 83% 2% o% O% 9% aa% 19% 16% 10% 29% 
Titles & FurLctions 
of Hospital and 
Nursing Personnel 59 15 3 1 22 5 27 22 26 20 
How to Obtain, Care, 
and Use Equipment 56 14 11 9 10 1 55 20 12 12 
Routine Care of 
Patients 71 16 7 0 6 0 52 30 6 12 
Medi cation Routines 50 37 0 6 7 3 73 16 0 8 
Rout ines for 
Collecting 
Specimens 26 16 34 16 8 0 40 18 20 22 
Policies for Use of 
Safety Devices 48 20 10 14 8 0 48 6 10 36 
Ward Routines 45 28 10 10 7 2 78 8 12 0 
Miscellaneous 
Policies 47 30 7 13 3 2 32 3 33 30 
These results reemphasize the statement that nurses seem to 
eel their princ~ al concern is the atient rather than policies 
--"' 
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personnel or their titles and functions . 
11 All but one of t e staff nurses in both groups fe lt that 
an orientation to a new job had direct bearing on her e ffi -
ciency. Representative commen ts of t he oriented group were as 
follows: 
"Wi t hou t t he program, I don't believe anyone cou ld 
function efficiently or wi t h any speed. " 
"I believe a nurse is more ef fi cient during the first 
few weeks a t her new j ob if t h e orientation is a good one . 
She can do her job better if she knows what is expected of 
her . '' 
"Orientation ce rtainl y has a bearing on efficiency 
because unless you know where t ings are and how to use 
t hem you cannot f'unc tion . 11 
II 
"Because the routine at t h is hospital was so differen t 
from that at the hospital where I was previously I found 
t he orientation extremely useful . I t ce r tainly gave me 
confidence and I run sure had a direct bearing on my 
effi ciency . " 
The one nurse from the oriented group who had a negative 
res ponse expre ssed he r self in t his way: 
"I don ' t t hink t he t ype of program has a direct bear-
ing on your efficiency but it does he l p you to maintain 
self composure and self confidence which in t urn affects 
your efficiency . " 
Representati ve comments of t ne unoriented g roup of nurses 
were compared as f ollows : 
"I believe t hat a good orientation has a direc t bear-
ing on your efficiency . Knowing where to obtain equipment, 
whom to call in an emergency before an emergency arises 
me an s a more confident nurse . " 
"A better orientati on period woul d , I feel , improve 
efficiency. More time is wasted by not knowing where 
things are or by not Knowing po l i c ies o f the hos ital 
organization . " 
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"I think it is imperative because a new nurse has 
many fears especially if she is from another hospital and 
if she is nervous and doesn ' t know the routines she feels 
very inadequate and as a result is inadequate . " 
"I felt that an orientation program would have 
enabled me to be more efficient at the beginning of my 
emplo:yment here . Now that I have observed most policie s 
for myself, I feel I am working to my fullest capacity . " 
ORIENTATION AFFECl'S JOB SATISF.'ACTION AND PATIENT CARE 
Yes No 
Oriented 1---...;;l;;;..;o_-+-_o;...__-t 10 
Not Oriented 10 0 10 
----------~--------20 a 
Some of the representative comments on the above question 
ere as follows: 
the oriented group 
"If a nurse is well oriented to a new job she will 
feel adequate to give the best nursing care she has been 
taught . " 
"Yes, it decreases the amount of initial tension and 
confusion of the new atmosphere . Patient care is more 
complete when the nurse is familiar with the routines and 
.facilities . '' 
''Yes, I like to think everything is functioning 
smoothly and patients are satisfied.u 
"You can always do a much better job when you have a 
good orientation program and you are much more satisfied 
knowing you are doing it right . " 
Comments from the unoriented group ranged as follows: 
''Yes , because a good orientation would help a nurse to 
save time by knowing where things are , thus helping in 
patient care. Also a nurse would know what is expected of 
her in her new job . " 
"I feel it does affect job satisfaction and patient 
care in that a new staff nurse mi ght be unaccustomed to the 
new routine and be apprehensive about it . " 
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"Yes , definitelyJ If the nurse is insecure about all 
the important details and procedures the patient naturally 
suffers." 
nA nurse ill at ease or completely conf'used in turn 
makes her patient the same. Satisfa ction comes when you 
know you are doing your job well . " 
In regard to the nurses ' feelings about their new job the 
first day some of the oriented group expressed themselves in 
statements such as : 
"Confused with many facts." 
"Bewildered and confused." 
"Confused with details." 
"Wanted to quit -- too confusing . » 
"Insecure and dissatisfied ." 
"Helpless in turmoil - - too many things . " 
"Confused trying to remember everything . 11 
"Mixed up. n 
11Confused and discouraged . tl 
"Satisfied . n 
The unoriented group responded in this way: 
"Indefinite . 11 
"No lasting impression." 
"Coni'used staff' helpful . " 
"Confused - .. head nurse very helpful . " 
"Discouraged .. ready to resign. 11 
"Confused ... workers he l pfu1. 11 
"Unintelligent - - coworkers patient and understanding . 
"Confused but everyone friendly and helpful . " 
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"Fine, no one expected too much from me . " 
"Confused." 
The reactions of the oriented group about their feelings 
at the end of two weeks on their new job were recorded in the 
following manner : 
"Adjusted easier." 
"Adjusted quickly ." 
t'Less confused, but still inadequate . " 
"Very satisfied . " 
"Dissatisfied . " 
"Better but interpersonal relations not good . u 
"Confidence returned . tt 
nMore at ease." 
"More familiar . " 
nsatisfled ." 
In comparison the unoriented group had these feelings: 
"Conf\lsion and dis cord." 
r1More at ease . " 
"Less confused - staff friendly and helpful . " 
"Much better . " 
"Discouraged . " 
"Right at home - staff and head nurse very helpful . " 
"Discouraged." 
"Lacked confidence . " 
11More relaxed ... coworkers understanding . " 
ltLiked job better, coworker relationships good . u 
---- ~---
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Chapter Five 
Summary , Conclusions, and Recommendations 
A comparative study was made of two groups of new staff 
nurses and their feellngs about the value of an orientation to 
a new job in relation to job performance and satisfaction. 
II One group was comp osed of ten nurses selected from a 
hospital which condacted a formal orientation program. The 
otner group was composed of ten nurses selected from a hospital 
which did not have a formal orient ation program. 
II The ques t ionnaire used in t he i nterv-iew me t hod was struc-
II 
t ured to provide some background about the initial phase of 
employment , to learn what information was received , and to learn 
some of the feeling s of the new nurses about their firs t day and 
the end o f the second week of employment . Two questions were 
directed to obtain t heir feeling s about t he effect of orienta-
t i on on efficiency and job satis faction . 
e The ' responses were analyzed and catar;orized on the basis of 
simi larity and frequency o f occu rance . II 
The sampling in t his stud'J does no t warrant any but limite~ 
conclu sions about the values in orienting staff nurses . How-
ever , the satisfactions and dissatisfactions expressed by the 
staff nurses can be considered indic&tive of the attitudes of 
t ne staff nurses towards their orient tion experiences . 
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Analysis of the findings show s that there is l ittl e signi-
ficant difference in comparing both groups of nurses who parti-
cipated in this study . Therefore the writer feels that the 
hypothesis as stated in chapter one was not supported . This 
ay have been due to some uncontrolled variables such as the 
type of questions asked, and the lapse of a six month period 
after the initial date of employment . Perhaps an interview 
after two weeks of employment would have brought entirel y dif-
ferent results . The fact that a l l of the nurses received the 
ecessary information by some means during this period of six 
months may have influenced some of the i r responses in trying 
o recall their true feelings as to their first few weeks of 
mployment . 
The conclusions drawn from this study are : 
1. that , regardless of the source , most of the infor-
mation necessary in a new job was received by 
both groups of nurses . 
2 . that both groups regarded the same information 
in relatively the same rank of importance . 
3 . that although the head nurse gave most of the in-
formation t o the unoriented group , she also gave 
much of the information to the oriented group . 
4 . that the oriented group seemed to experience more 
confusion and discouragement than the unoriented 
group . 
5. that the unoriented group seemed to be more aware 
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of better staff and coworker relations than the 
oriented group. 
6 . that both groups expressed the need for some type 
of an orientation . 
Recorr~endations for further study : 
A. A study to evaluate the content of the orientation 
program in terms of the needs of the new nurse, and 
the best time to give the information. 
B. A study whi.ch would measure job performance of 
oriented and unoriented nurses by some specific 
criteria. 
c. A study which ~ould evaluate the expectations of 
the person conducting the orientation and whether 
or not their expectations were fulfilled . 
D. A study to learn if a formal orientation creates a 
formal atmosphere thus inhibiting good human re l a -
tions. 
• A study of the influence of the readiness and 
l earning factors which may result in confusion 
with too many facts and details in the structur ed 
formal orientation program. 
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Appendix 
APPill:DIX ' 
uestionnaire use for o aff nu ses 1vho did not have 
an ori en a ion ~"'rogram) 
I am making a study of how new staff nurses receive informa.tio!l 
about the hospital and their position. This is to help determine 
whether the information is of value in job performance add 
satisfaction. 
I have some questions to ask about your new position. The 
answers which you F;i ve 1dll not be identified v-:i th you in any 
way. You are not expected to sign your name to this material. 
1. How long have you been employed in your present position? 
under six months 
under one year 
'Under two years 
2. Vfnat were your feelings about starting on a new job? 
e:>..'tremely anxious 
quite anxious 
fairly a.11xious 
not anxious 
3. How did you feel about the initial 1<1elcome? 
extremely pleased 
quite pleased 
fairly well pleased 
displeased 
4. Who escorted you to the unit to which you were assigned? 
Director of Nursing 
Sv,pervisor -.__ 
Head Nurse \ 
Starr Nurse \ 
Other Personnel Pl~se specif.y 
-----
5. How did the people on the unit to which you ivere assigned 
treat you as a new employee? 
extremely friendly 
quite friendly 
fai~tly friendly 
unfriendly 
6. When did you meet your immediate Supervisor? 
the first day 
the first week 
the second week 
other Please specif.y 
-----
Below is a list of i terns concernin@t hospital pelicies, organi1.atio:1 ~ 
equipment, routines and procedures. Please check whether you rec"'r'."'ed 
this information or not, and how you obtained it--i.e~, "picked it up 
myself", ''was shown by co-worker", "part of planned program" etc. 
Also please indicate by number the extent of usefulness of the infor-
mation, The KEY is as follows: 
1-extreme useful 2 uite useful 3-fair 
ITEM OF INFORMATION RFI:EIVED 
PERSONNEL POLICIES 
Vacation 
Sick Leave 
Reporting Lateness 
Reporting Absence 
Reporting lllness 
Salary Increases 
Hours of Work 
Coffee Breaks 
Resignation 
Dismissal l 
TITLES AND FUNCTIONS ! 
OF HOSPITAL. AND I 
NURSING PERSONNEL I 
Administrator : 
Director of Nursing 
1 
Supervisor 
Instructor 
Head Nurse 
:Starr Nurse 
Student Nurse 
I 
' l . 
R:mEIVID RFI:EIVID 
t I 
" 
I 
Practical Nurse ! 
I 
Nurses Aide I 
!l.Si ting Doctor I 
Resident 1 "' .. ....,;;;._;,;;.;.;;_ ___ ~----?------i-----;...------
: ·iTi:.erne 
KEY: 1-extremely useful, 2-quit e useful, 3-fairly useful, 4-~ot ureft:.l 
ITEM OF INFORMATION 
CARE OF, USE OF, AND 
HOW TO OBTAIN EQUIP-
MENT 
Intravenous Sets 
Blood transfusion sets · 
I.V. Cutdown sets 
Suture sets 
Thermatic Suction 
Emergency Oxygen 
Lumbar Punctur e sets 
Cardiac Massage set 
other general equip-
ment 
ROUTINE FOR CARE OF 
PATIENTS 
Admission 
Discharge 
Transfer 
Care of clothing 
Care of valuables 
Leave of absence 
Visiting hours 
MEDICATION ROUTINES 
Doctor's Orders 
Emergency Drugs 
Charting 
Narcotics 
R!Suisitioning Drugs 
Medication Tickets 
How to handle errors 
N<11' ROO DH1R.C:F.! GF.-
REJJEIVED REx::ElVBD USEFULNESS REDEIVED 
KEY: 1-extremely useful, 2-quite useful, 3-fairly useful, 4-:lJt UE"eiul 
;,._ .;. ...... 
ITFl-1 OF INFORHATION 
ROUTINE FOR COLLIDT· 
ING SP EtiMENS 
t'Ypes 
Laboratories 
Delivery to 
Requisitions for 
Care of specimens 
POLICIES FOR USE OF 
SAFEI'Y DEVICES 
Bed R~ils 
How obtained 
Restraints 
How obtained 
Fire Regulations 
How to report 
Fire exits 
Fire extinguishers : 
WARD ROUTINE 
Duties of Charge Nurse : 
Duties of 3-11 Nurse 
Duties of 11-7 Nurse 
. ' Method of Assignment 
Rotation of shifts 
1 
PhYsical setup of ward i 
:::::: I 
POLICIES REGARDING: 
Paging a Doctor 
Calling evening or 
night supervisor 
Calling Relatives 
Obtaining Clergy 
Critical List 
Telephone Courtesy 
NOT HCM 
REDEIVED REDEIVFD REDEIVED 
I 
DEOREE OF 
USEFGLNlSS 
. I 
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What are your feelings about an orientation program having a direct 
bearing on your efficiency? 
Do you feel that an orientation of the new staff nurse affects job 
satisfaction and in turn patient care? Please explain why you feel 
this way? ' 
• 
What were your feelings about your new job at the end of the first day? 
Hhat were your feelings about your new job at the end of the first 
two weeks? 
Ye~r of gra&1ation from Nursing School • 
-----
Hm: 111r1ny hours a lveek do you work? 
-r -'.IDIX 
uestionnaire used for staff nurses w o ~ad 
an o ientation procrmu) 
I am making a study of the orientation received by new staff 
nurses to help determ1.ne whether the orientation was of value 
in job performance and satisfaction. 
I have some questions to ask about your new position. The 
answers which you give will not be identified ln th you in any 
way. You are not expected to sign your name to this material. 
1. How did you feel about the orientation program? 
\vas it: 
well planned 
fairly well planned 
poorly planned -----
haphazard 
Who conducted the orientat ion? 
Director of Nursing 
Supervisor ---------
Head Nurse 
Staff Nurse 
Other Personnel Please specify ________ _ 
3. How long have you been employed in your present position? 
under six months 
under one year 
under two years 
4. What were your feelings about starting on a new job? 
extremely anxious 
quite anxious 
fairly anxious 
not anxious 
5. How did you feel about the initial welcome? 
extremely pleased 
quite pleased 
fairly well pleased -....----
displeased 
6. How did the people on the unit to which you were assigned 
treat you as a new employee? 
extremely friendly 
quite friendly 
fairly friendly 
unfriendly 
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Below is a list of items concernin~ hospital policies, organization, 
equipment, routines and procedures. Please check whether you received 
this infonnation or not, and how you obtained it--i.e., "picked it up 
myself", ''was shown by co-worker", "part of planned program" etc. 
Also please indicate by number the extent of usefulness of the infor-
mation. The KEr is as follows: 
1-extreme useful 2- uite useful 3-fair 
OT 
ITEM OF INFORMATION RECEI:VED RF.DEIVED RECEIVED 
PERSONNEL POLICIES 
Vacation 
Sick Leave 
Reporting Lateness 
Reporting Absence 
-Reportipg Illness 
Salary Increases 
Hours of Work 
Coffee Breaks 
Resignation 
Dismissal 
! 
TITLES AND FUNCTI0NS i 
OF HOSPITAL AND 
NURSING PERSONNEL 
Administrator 
Director of Nursing 
Supervisor 
Instructor 
Head Nurse 
Staff Nurse 
Practical Nurse 
-
l 
' 
! ! I 
I j 
·I 
I 
! ~ 
t 
. f 
! 
. I 
~urses Aide --------~------_.--------~------------------~--------------V.:.siting Doctor 
Re~iient 
·-----------------~------_.--------------------~-------------Interi .. e 
Medical Student 
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KEY: 1-extrernely useful, 2-quite useful, 3-fairly useful, 
ITEM OF INFOID1ATION 
CARE OF, USE OF, AND 
HOW TO OBTAIN EQUIP-
MENT 
Intravenous Sets 
Blood transfusion sets 
I.V. Cutdown sets 
Suture sets 
Tnermatic Suction 
Emergena.y Gergen 
Lumbar Puncture sets 
Cardiac Massage set 
other general equip-
ment 
ROUTINE FOR CARE OF 
PATIENTS 
Admission 
Discharge 
Transfer 
Care of clothing 
Care of valuables 
Leave of absence 
Visiting hours 
MEDICATION ROUTINES 
Doctor's Orders 
Jlln.ergeney Drugs 
Charting 
Narcotics 
R~sitioning Drugs 
Medication Tickets 
HOw to handle errors 
REDEIVID NOT ROW REDEIVJ:D RIDEIVED 
+ 
i 
I· 
4 ... -:1ot. uf eft·l 
DEGR~F: :JF' 
USEFULNESS 
'5~ 
i{E.Y: l-extremely useful, ~2-quite useful, 3-fairly useful, 4-not useful 
ITEM OF INFORHATION 
ROUTINE FOR COLLECT· 
ING SP EDIMliNS 
Types 
Laboratories 
·· Deli very to 
R~sitions for 
Care of specimens 
I 
POLICIES FOR USE OF 
SAF El'Y DEVICES 
Bed Rails 
How obtained 
Restraints 
How obtained 
Fire Regulations 
How to report 
Fire exits 
Fire extinguishers : 
WARD ROUTINE 
Duties of Charge Nurse : 
' I 
Dut~es of 3-11 NUrse 
Duties of 11-7 Nurse 
Method of Assignment 
Rotation of shifts 
I 
PAlsical setup of ward j 
POLICIES REGARDING: 
Paging a Doctor 
Calling evening or 
night supervisor 
Calling Relatives 
Obtaining Clergy 
Critical List 
Telephone Courtesy 
NOT HCW 
RIDEIVED RECEIVED REXJEIVED 
I. 
i 
I 
I 
DEGREE OF 
USEFULNESS 
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t are your fcolin s about an orientation program having a direct 
bearing on your efficien~? 
Do you feel that an orien , tion of the n staff nur"e affects job 
satisfaction and in turn patient care? Please explain wh1 you feel 
this way. 
What were your feelings about your new job t the end of the first day? 
t were your feelings about your new job at the end of the first 
two lreeks? 
Year of graduation from NUBsing chool • 
----
How any hours reek do you work? 
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